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Activity Notes

1A Revision of units of length

T: We've already dealt with measuring the lengths of the sides and the
sizes of angles of shapes.  Today we're going to revise what we
know.  First, let's look at the units of length we use, starting with
the smallest.  Can you tell me what they are?

Ps: Millimetre, centimetre, metre, kilometre.

T: How do we change each of them into the others?

Ps dictate, T writes on BB:

1 cm = 10 mm

1 m = 100 cm

1 m = 1000 mm

1 km = 1000 m

1 km = 100 000 cm

1 km = 1 000 000 mm

1B Practising changing between units of length

T: Now, do these in your head:

T: 5 m =  ? mm Ps: 5000 mm

40 mm =  ? cm 4 cm

31 m =  ? cm 3100 cm

4 cm 8 mm =  ? mm 48 mm

2 m 6 cm =  ? cm 206 cm

3.6 km =  ? m 3600 m

5
1

2
 cm =  ? mm 55 mm

87 mm =  ? cm 8.7 cm

4 km =  ? cm 400 000 cm

620 000 cm =  ? km 6.2 km

0.22 m =  ? cm 22 cm

72 mm =  ? m 0.072 m

11 km =  ? mm 11 000 000 mm

3.4 km =  ? mm 3 400 000 mm

5 600 000 mm =  ? km 5.6 km

10 mins

2 Individual work with units of length

T: Now do these on your own.  You can use the information on the
BB or in your Ex.Bs to help you.

30 m =  ? mm (30 000 mm) 41 m =  ? cm (4100 cm)

520 cm =  ? m (5.2 m) 6 km 32 m =  ? cm (6032 m)

4 km =  ? cm (400 000 cm) 2.73 m =  ? cm (273 cm)

10.2 m =  ? cm (1020 cm) 580 000 cm =  ? km (5.8 km)

14 km =  ? cm (1 400 000 cm)19 000 000 cm =  ? km  (190 km)

Units, Estimating,
Measuring

UNIT 19  Scale Drawing Lesson Plan 1

At the end of the previous lesson
T asked Ps to bring rulers and
protractors with them for all the
lessons in this unit.
Whole class activity, recalling
work already covered..
Ps may answer in chorus.
T asks (may help with final two
conversions), Ps volunteer,
T points, P answers.
Praising.  T writes on BB, Ps in
Ex.Bs.

Mental work (at start), with
everyone contributing. T asks Ps
to write in Ex.Bs all conversions
which cause them problems. Most
Ps will probably not be able to do
the final calculations in their
heads.

T asks, points to, agrees/asks for
correction, and praises, question
by question.

17 mins

Individual work, monitored,
helped.
Tasks, and then solutions, appear
on OHP.
T should prepare further examples
of changes between m - cm and
km - cm to prepare for the next
lessons.
Checking, feedback, explanation
if necessary, self-correction.
Praising.
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Units, Estimating,
Measuring

UNIT 19  Scale Drawing Lesson Plan 1

3A Activity demonstrating distances

T: Well done.  But are you able to imagine these distances?
Show me, using your fingers, a distance of

1 cm
2 cm
5 cm
10 cm

and, using your hands, show me a distance of
half a metre
30 cm
0.7 m
1 m.

T: Which unit length would you use to measure the length of your
pencil case? (cm)

T: And to measure the length of this classroom? (m)

3B Deciding on units and estimating heights

T: Right. Let's look at something else to measure.

OS 19.2

25 mins

4 Estimating heights and lengths
PB 19.1, Q2

34 mins

5A Revision of angles

T: Now let's see what you remember about angles.

T: What is an angle?

T: What unit have we used to measure angles? (Degrees)

T: What is 1° ? (The 360th part of a complete turn)

T: How many degrees are around a point on a straight line?   (180 °)

T: How many degrees are there in a right angle? ( 90 ° )

T: How do we classify angles?(Acute angles are less than 90 ° ,

Obtuse angles are between 90 °  and 180 °
Reflex angles are between 180 °  and 360 ° )(continued)

Individual work. Ps work in
Ex.Bs.  After a few minutes, T
stops the work, asks Ps for their
estimations and writes these on
BB.
Volunteer Ps then measure the
length and height of classroom
and the height of T (T has
brought a tape measure or
expanding ruler to the lesson).
Each P measures the length of
their little finger and the width
of their desk.
After measuring, T and Ps see
how the estimations compare
with the actual measurements.

Whole class activity.

T asks, Ps show the distance
using their fingers.  T watches;
praises, correcting where
necessary.

Whole class activity.

Discussion/debate about
estimating (T should encourage
more Ps to estimate), then
agreement (led by T).

Whole class activity.
T leads Ps in a review of their
earlier work on angles, ensuring
that they use correct
mathematical language.
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Units, Estimating,
Measuring

UNIT 19  Scale Drawing Lesson Plan 1

(continued)
5A T: What kind of angles does a triangle have?

(Interior and exterior angles)

T: What is the sum of the interior angles of a triangle?(180 °)

T: And the exterior angles? ( 360 ° )

T: What is the sum of the interior angles of a quadrilateral?
( 360 ° )

5B Making angles

T: Hold up your half lines, please, and show me:
a right angle,

an angle of 20 °

an angle of 120 °

an angle of 180 °
a reflex angle

an angle of 360 ° .

 42 mins

6 Individual work - estimating

T: You can see four different angles in Q9 on p 109 of PB Y7B.
Estimate the size of each of them and write your estimations in
your Ex.B.

How can you check your answers?

Can you do this with your protractor?  We'll see.  One of your
homework exercises will be to revise how to measure an angle
with a protractor.  Then, by measuring these angles, you can
compare their actual sizes with your estimates.

 45 mins

Set homework
(1) PB 19.1, Q3

(2) Change the units:

(a) 4.3 m =  ? mm (b) 3 km =  ? cm

(c) 2000 cm =  20 ... (d) 7 200 000 cm =  ? km

(e) 6.1 km =  6 100 000 ... (f) 32.8 m =  3280 ...

(3) PB 19.1, Q9 (b)

T gives out the drinking straw
half lines Ps used in Unit 5 to
show angles.
T asks questions, Ps show,
T checks if they are correct.
Agreement/correction.
Praising.

Individual work.

T allows a maximum of two
minutes for Ps to write down
their estimations, then stops the
work.
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1 Checking homework

1A (2) Changing the units

(a) 4.3 m = =  4300 mm (b) 3 km =  300 000 cm

(c) 2000 cm =  20 m (d) 7 200 000 cm =  72 km

(e) 6.1 km =  6 100 000 mm (f) 32.8 m =  3280 cm

1B (1) PB 19.1, Q3      (a)  F     (b)  F     (c)  T     (d)  F     (e)  T     (f)  F

1C (3) PB 19.1, Q9 (b) (i)  39°      (ii) 154 °      (iii) 55°      (iv) 270 °

 7 mins

2 Measuring angles
(A) for Ps who measured angles successfully:

Estimate, then measure the lengths and sides of the angles of the
shape (d) on p 57 of PB Y7B.  Check that the angles add up to
360 ° .

(B) for other Ps:

Revision of measurement of angles, measuring angles in
PB 19.1.

Checking the work done by group (A)

a ≈ 34 mm b ≈ 50 mm

α ≈ °56 β ≈ °124

2 2 360α β+ ≈ °
 15 mins

3 Rounding

T: Have you measured exactly 34 mm, or have you chosen the
nearest mm?  What have you done?  Let's recall how to round:

(a) Round the following numbers to the nearest 100:

T: 280 Ps:300

412 400

650 700

700 700

(continued)

T has already asked a P to write
the solutions to (2) on BB as soon
as P arrives.
Other Ps agree/correct, feedback.
T praises.

Verbal checking; discussion of
answers.  Praising.

T asks who had problems
measuring with protractor. T
checks size of angles in words,
and notices which Ps failed.

Mental work to warm up and
prepare the topic for the lesson;
everyone contributing.
T asks, points to, agrees or
waits for correction.  Ps gain
practice at rounding.
Praising.

Upper and Lower
Bounds

UNIT 19  Scale Drawing Lesson Plan 2

T divides class into 2 parts.

Those who failed part (3) of
homework move to sit together
and T works with them on
measuring angles. T demonstrates
at BB how to measure an angle,
using board equipment.  Then T
makes Ps place their protractors
on angle (i) of Q9, checks that
they are correct and asks them to
read off the size of the angle.
T and Ps do the same with (ii) and
(iv) angles, then Ps measure angle
(iii) individually.  Checking.
Praising.

Then T checks the work done by
group (A), in words.
Agreement.  Praising.
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3 (b) Round to the nearest tenth:

T: 0.21 Ps:0.2

2.57 2.6

12.4 12.4

0.35 0.4

0.125 0.1

(c) Give these numbers correct to 2 decimal places:

T: 5.739 Ps:5.74

11.263 11.26

0.3849 0.38

0.38499 0.38

0.385 0.39

(d) Give these numbers correct to the nearest cm:

T: 4.23 cm Ps:4 cm

15.8 cm 16 cm

16.49 cm 16 cm

16.499 cm 16 cm

16.5 cm 17 cm

 25 mins

4 Rounding - upper and lower bounds

PB 19.1, Q5 (15.5 cm)
extended with the question:

'What is the maximum possible length of the pen?'
(16.5 cm)

 30 mins

5 Practice
PB 19.1, Q4 (Upper bound =  10.5 cm

Lower bound =  9.5 cm)

 33 mins

6A Further practice with upper and lower bounds

OS 19.3, odd rows

Upper and Lower
Bounds

If slower Ps would find it
helpful, numbers in (c) can be
written on BB.

Numbers in (d) are written on
BB; answers are agreed on
verbally, and then written on
BB. Ps then write task (d) in
their Ex.Bs.

Whole class activity.
After answering the question in
the PB, T then asks for the
maximum length.
If a P says 16.4 cm, T asks
others to give a larger size.  If
another P says 16.49 cm, T
asks for a larger size again.
Finally T introduces the
concept of upper and lower
bounds and explains the
possible misconception.

Quick question to check that Ps
have understood the concept.
T waits for most Ps to indicate
that they have the answer, and
then asks a slower P to answer
and explain.
Agreement, feedback. Praising.

Whole class activity.
Table appears on OHP - Ps
copy it into Ex.Bs.
For the first row, a slower P is
asked to explain and write the
solutions into the table.

UNIT 19  Scale Drawing Lesson Plan 2

(continued)

(continued)
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Upper and Lower
Bounds

(continued)

6A

6B OS 19.3, even rows

 42 mins

7 Discussion

PB 19.1, Q7

 45 mins

Set homework

PB 19.1, Q10  (Ps to estimate before answering)

PB 19.1, Q6

PB 19.1, Q8

At the third and fifth rows,
detailed discussion is needed,
then T calls out a volunteer P to
explain and answer the seventh
question.
Agreement.  Praising.
Individual work, monitored,
helped.
Checking at OHP: Ps dictate,
T agrees or waits for correction;
fills in the gaps.  Praises.
Feedback, self-correction.
Praising.

UNIT 19  Scale Drawing Lesson Plan 2

Whole class activity.
T and Ps discuss the acceptable
bounds of errors in
measurements.
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1 Checking homework
PB 19.1, Q10 (a)   33 42 105° ° °, ,

(b)   Yes;  33 42 105 180° + ° + ° = °
PB 19.1, Q6 (a)   Upper bound =  1750 km;

        Lower bound =  1650 km

(b)   Upper bound =  1705 km;
        Lower bound =  1695 km

PB 19.1, Q8 (b)   (i)  10 cm     (ii)  3 cm   (iii)  3 cm  or  4 cm
       (iv)  7 cm      (v)  8 cm (vi)  10 cm

 5 mins

2 Mental work - quick multiplication methods

T: Are you feeling sleepy?  Let's wake up our brains with some
gentle multiplication.

    

39 10 390 6 100 600 20 100 2000

4 1000 4000 3 2 100 320 10 5 100 1050

21 8 100 2180 7 200 1400 5 6 200 1120

× =( ) × =( ) × =( )
× =( ) × =( ) × =( )

× =( ) × =( ) × =( )
. .

. .

T: What quick method would you suggest for multiplying by 200?

( a a× = ×( ) ×200 2 100 )

T: Right.  Let's go on ...

     
9 200 1800 3 5 200 700 10 8 200 2160

4 50 200 6 8 50 340

× =( ) × =( ) × =( )
× =( ) × =( )

. .

.

T: How can you multiply by 50 in another way?

( a a× = ÷( ) ×50 2 100 )

T: OK.  Let's practice this:

28 50 1400 10 6 50 530 6 7 50 335

10 38 100 1038 2 9 200 580 7 5 50 375

× =( ) × =( ) × =( )
× =( ) × =( ) × =( )

. .

. . .

12 mins

3 Scale

T: Open your PB at p 110.

The diagram shows the plan of a village hall.  It looks like a plan
for the hall in a miniature village because it is so small.  Why is it
so small? (It's a plan, drawn to scale)

T: If we read the line under Example 1 we see that the plan is drawn
to a scale of  1 : 100.  Can anyone tell me what this means?

(This means that 1 cm on the plan represents
100 cm in reality)

T: OK.  Can you tell me, for example, the actual width of the Main
Hall, and how you calculate it?

(On the plan the width is 9 cm; the actual width is
9 100 9× = = cm 900 cm  m )

etc.

T (final question):  So what is the area of the Main Hall?

( 10 5 9 94 5. .×( ) =m  m2 2 )

Verbal checking of Q10, Q6 and
Q8 (b).
Agreement, Feedback, self-
correction.  Praising.
Discussion of Q8 (c).

UNIT 19  Scale Drawing Lesson Plan 3

Mental work.

Quick questions with quick
responses from all Ps, to warm up
and prepare for later in the lesson.

T also asks (and may need to
suggest methods) the quickest
way to do these multiplications
mentally.

Agreement.  Praising.

Whole class activity.

T introduces the concept of scale,
looking at the example in PB.

T asks questions; hopefully Ps
will have the answers!

T encourages and praises.

T asks questions (see PB p110/
111 and OS 19.5) and encourages
slower Ps to ensure that they have
understood the concept.

Praising.

(continued)

Plans 1
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3 T: And what is that in cm2? ( 945000 cm2 )

T: Well done.
 20 mins

4 Practice with plans and scales

4A PB 19.2, Q2

a b c d e f= = = = = =( )3 m, 2 m, 1 m, 3 m, 4 m, 5 m

4B T: And what would be the lengths of the walls in Adam's bedroom if
the scale was 1 : 150 ?

( a b c' . ' . ' .= = =2 25 1 5 0 75 m,  m,  m,

d e f' . , ' , ' .= = =2 25 3 3 75 m  m  m )

4C T: I think that might be a bit small for Adam!  Let's go back to the
previous question.  Imagine that Adam wants to cover the floor of
his bedroom with carpet tiles.  How many m2  of carpet tiles does
he need, if he will need an extra 10% to cover the floor of a
cupboard not shown on the plan?

( Area of room A( ) = ×( ) + ×( )5 3 1 32 m  m2  (or 5 4 1 2× − × )

                     = 18 m2

     Extra for cupboard (E)  = =10

100

1

10
 of 18 m of 18 m2 2

        = 1 8.  m2

Adam needs  A E+ = 19 8.  m2  of carpet tiles.)

 32 mins

5 Further practice with plans and scales

PB 19.2, Q8 and also find the total length of the walls

UNIT 19  Scale Drawing Lesson Plan 3

(continued)

Whole class activity.

T draws a sketch of plan from PB
on BB, and asks Ps to name the
walls (sides of shape) with letters,
a, b, c, writing these on BB. Then
T asks Ps to measure the sides in
their PB, come to BB and write on
lengths, and also calculate the
actual lengths of the walls.

T asks Ps to do the multiplications
by 200 mentally, as they practised
earlier in the lesson.

Other Ps listen, agree or correct,
write in Ex.Bs.  T praises.

Other Ps are called to BB to find
the lengths of the walls according
to this scale. Agreement.
Praising.

40 mins

Plans 1

f

e

d

c
b

a

T makes Ps recall how to
calculate the area of compound
shapes (different ways, dividing
up or completing the shapes) and
also makes them revise the
concept of percentages.  Ps
suggest solution, T agrees, writes
on BB, Ps in Ex.Bs.

Individual work, monitored,
helped.

Checking at BB: T sketches plan
on BB, volunteer Ps come out to
write the lengths on the plan, and
to calculate the actual perimeter
and area.

Agreement, feedback, self-
correction.  Praising.
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6 Whole class practice

PB 19.2, Q3

Width Length

Ps: 1 : 100 → 3 cm 8 cm

1 : 200 → 1.5 cm 4 cm

1 : 50 → 6 cm 16 cm

1 : 10 → 30 cm 80 cm

1 : 20 → 15 cm 40 cm

 45 mins

Set homework

PB 19.2, Q1

PB 19.2, Q7

UNIT 19  Scale Drawing Lesson Plan 3

Whole class/group activity.

After discussing the problems,
T divides class into groups (by
seating) and gives each group one
of the scales to work out the
actual dimensions of the garage.

After 1 or 2 minutes, T asks a P
from each group to come to BB
and write down their scale and
dimensions, forming a list.

Then T asks all groups to decide
if the results are correct when
they can see only the writing on
BB (e.g. the dimensions at (b)
have to be half as long as at (a)
because the reduction is twice as
much).  Discussion follows, with
praising.

Plans 1
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Plans 2

1 Checking homework

PB 19.2, Q1 (a) 8 m    (b)  5.5 m (c)  3 1 5m  m× .

(d) 2 5 1 5. .m  m×

PB 19.2, Q7 (a) 4 6.8 m  m× (b)  28.8 m2

(c) 7.7 m   (1 d.p.)

 4 mins

2 Classroom measurements,  Activity 19.1 (a)

2A Measuring

 T: What is the shape of the floor of this classroom (or specified part
of it)? (Rectangle)

T: Can anyone sketch it on BB?

T: What can you say about the sketch?  Is it a plan?  ....Why?

T: So what must we do to produce a plan?
(We must measure the sides)

T: Let's start then, but don't forget the doorway!
Who'd like to do the measuring?

2B Choosing the scale

T: Now we have the exact lengths.  What else do we need for the
plan?

Ps: We have to choose a scale.

T: What scale would you like to use?

Ps: 1 : 100, ...  1 : 200, ...  1 : 300, ...  1 : 50, ...  etc.

T: Which is the most suitable, if you are going to draw the plan in
your Ex.Bs?

We'll try three different scales.

2C Drawing the plan

T: Using the scale of 1 : 200, draw an accurate plan of this classroom
(or specified part of it) in your Ex.Bs.

UNIT 19  Scale Drawing Lesson Plan 4

Verbal checking.

Feedback.  Self-correction, going
over calculations again at home
if necessary.  Praising.

Volunteer pairs of Ps use rules to
measure the lengths; they call out
lengths to T who writes them on
BB. Agreement.  Each P draws a
rough sketch in Ex.B and writes
the lengths of the walls and
doorways on it.

Whole class activity.

Volunteer P comes out and
sketches a rectangle.

T and Ps agree that this is only a
rough sketch, not a plan, since
they didn't measure the length of
the sides, so the proportions are
not exactly correct.

T divides the class into three
groups (by seating) and gives
each group one of the scales
1 : 100, 1 : 200 and 1 : 50.
T divides the BB into three parts
(with two vertical lines) and calls
one P from each group to give the
distances they have to use on the
plan.  Other Ps in this group
correct if necessary.  Then the
three Ps sit down and all Ps
compare their data with that on
BB →  agree or disagree →
agreement.  Praising.

16 mins

Individual work.
T walks among Ps, monitoring
work, correcting or helping where
necessary,  Praising.
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3 Whole class activity

PB 19.2, Q5

T: What should we do first?

Ps: We have to find the distances that should be used on the plan.

T: And how shall we do that?

Ps: Since the scale is 1 : 50, all the distances on the sketch must be
divided by 50.

T: Who'd like to do this at BB?

P
1
,  P

2
:

Actual size Size in cm Size on plan

3.0 m 300 cm 300 50 6÷ =  cm

2.8 m 280 cm 280 50 5 6÷ = .  cm

0.7 m 70 cm 70 50 1 4÷ = .  cm

3.5 m 350 cm 350 50 7÷ =  cm

2.5 m 250 cm 250 50 5÷ =  cm

T: What is missing from the table?

Ps: The length of wall that is not at right angles to the other walls.

T: Can we draw an accurate plan without it?

Ps: Yes.

T: Right.  Who'd like to draw it on the BB, using my board
equipment?

 26 mins

4 Drawing a plan
OS 19.6

T: Close your PB and Ex.B.  Now draw a plan of the bedroom as
accurately as you can on the copy OS sheet.

T: Have you all finished?  Right.  First open your PB at p 111 and
check whether the distances you've used on your plan are correct.
Make changes to your plan if necessary.

Then open your PB on p 112 and compare your plan with the one
in the PB.  Correct your plan if necessary.

UNIT 19  Scale Drawing Lesson Plan 4 Plans 2

Whole class activity.
T asks volunteer Ps to come to
BB, explain their reasoning and
give the distances.  Other Ps
listen and correct if necessary.

T draws a table on BB for Ps to
fill in the second (P

1
) and third

(P
2
) columns.  Each P listens and

writes in Ex.B.

Praising.

T chooses a volunteer (stronger)
P and asks them to use 10 cm
instead of 1 cm, so that the plan
can be constructed and seen on
BB.  Other Ps listen to P

3
, check

the working at BB and draw in
Ex.Bs.
Finally they discuss how to find
the missing length of wall: all Ps
measure it on the plan in their
Ex.B and P

4
 comes out and fills in

the sixth row of the table.
Agreement.  Praising.

Individual work.
Each P has a copy of OS 19.6.  T
monitors Ps work and helps them.
Stronger Ps will finish much
earlier than weaker ones, so T
gives them PB 19.2, Q10 to
challenge them, and checks it
towards the end of the lesson.
After all Ps have finished the OS
19.6 work, T asks Ps to check
their work with that in PB.
T gives Ps 2-3 minutes to correct
their work, and walks among
them to assess progress.
Praising.

36 mins
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5 Calculating actual dimensions

5A Whole class activity,   PB 19.2, Q7 (a), (b)

P
1
: 4 120 480 4 8 cm  cm  m× = = .

P
2
: 5 120 600 6 cm  cm  m× = =

P
3
: A a b= × = 28 8.  m2

5B Individual work,   PB 19.2, Q7 (c)
P

4
: d d≈ → ≈ ×6 4 6 4 120. ' . cm  cm

    = ≈768 cm 7.7 m   (correct to 1 d.p.)

 43 mins

6 Interpreting and answering

PB 19.2, Q10

 45 mins

Set homework

(1) PB 19.2, Q9

(2) Activity 19.1 (b)

UNIT 19  Scale Drawing Lesson Plan 4 Plans 2

Whole class activity.
For (a) and (b), T asks and points
to Ps, one after another.  P comes
to BB to do the next step, at pace,
then next P, etc.
Then T and Ps agree that part (c)
cannot be answered without
drawing an accurate plan (or by
using Pythagoras).

Individual work, drawing,
measuring, finding the actual
distance.
T monitors Ps' work and helps
slower ones.
Checking: P comes to BB and
writes down solution.
Agreement, feedback, self-
correction.  Praising.

T sketches the figure and asks a
successful P to interpret the
problem, and show and explain
the solution.  If all Ps failed, T
can work through it involving the
class and explaining each stage.
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1 Checking homework

(1) PB 19.2, Q9 (a)  3.6 m (b)  3  m2× =1 8 5 4. .
(c)  20.52 m2 (d)  5.04 m2

(2) Activity 19.1 (b)

 8 mins

2 Mental calculations with large numbers

T: Today we're going to count with large numbers.  First we'll get
into practice with some mental work.

T: 1 m =  ? cm Ps: 100 cm

1 km =  ? m 1000 m

1 km =  ? cm 100 000 cm

5 km =  ? cm 500 000 cm

50 km =  ? cm 5 000 000 cm

17 km =  ? cm 1 700 000 cm

17.2 km =  ? cm 1 720 000 cm

172 km =  ? cm 17 200 000 cm

T: You see, it's not always easy to calculate in your head, but keep
trying if you can!  Here are some more:

1 km =   ? cm Ps: 100 000 cm

3 km =  ? cm 300 000 cm

6.4 km =  ? cm 640 000 cm

4 × =1000  ? 4000

4 × =100 000  ? 400 000

4.2 × =100 000  ? 420 000

6 50 000× =  ? 300 000

Can you suggest another method for finding the last product?

P: 6 2 100 000÷( ) ×

T: Clever!  Let's carry on:

T: 8 50 000× =  ? Ps: 400 000

3 2 50 000. × =  ? 160 000

3 300 000× =  ? 900 000

Can you think of another method to find the last product?

P: 3 3 100 000×( ) ×

T: 4 200 000× =   ? Ps: 800 000

2 1 400 000. × =   ? 840 000

4 1000 000× =   ? 4 000 000

300 000 100 000÷ =  ? 3

500 000 100 000÷ =  ? 5

860 000 100 000÷ =  ?   8.6

450 000 50 000÷ =  ? 9

Maps 1

Verbal checking, agreement, self-
correction.  Ps can re-measure or
re-count at home if necessary.
Praising.
Then T walks among Ps checking
that all have done (2) and that
plans look reasonable.

UNIT 19  Scale Drawing Lesson Plan 5

Mental work to warm up and
prepare for the rest of the lesson;
everyone contributes.

Slower Ps will probably struggle
with many questions, but T must
encourage them.  They can write
in their Ex.Bs if necessary.

(continued)
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2 320 000 50 000÷ =  ? ?

T: Try a different method.  Who can suggest one?

P: 320 000 2 100 000 6 4×( ) ÷ = .

T: Very clever!

T: 410 000 50 000÷ =  ? Ps 8.2

800 000 200 000÷ =  ? 4

7000 000 1000 000÷ =  ? 7

8600 000 1000 000÷ =  ? 8.6

T: Fine.  Now you've warmed up your brains, and tired them out!

From now on you can write in your Ex.Bs.

 14 mins

3A A puzzle

T: I've found a crumpled bit of paper with
a drawing and two words on it.

The words say, 'My plan,' and
the drawing is of a triangle.

T: What can it mean?

T: I think the scale is 1 : 2 and that the
person who drew it was very hungry.

T: What do you think could be?  What are the actual dimensions?
(12.2 cm,  13.6 cm and 19.6 cm)

T: What was the person thinking of ? (Probably a sandwich)

3B T: I've just remembered where I found
the bit of paper.  It was outside
a furniture store.  And I've
managed to unfold more of
it and I can now see some
other words.  It's not a sandwich,
but a plan of part of a room!

What are the actual distances?

   ( 20 6 1 122 1 22× =. . cm =  cm  m

    20 6 8 136 1 36× =. . cm =  cm  m

    20 9 8 196 1 96× =. . cm =  cm  m )

What do you think the person who drew it was planning to buy?
(Perhaps a cupboard, or a chair,

to go in a corner of the room)
3C Maps

T: I had planned a cycle route that I thought you might all like to try
one weekend, but I lost the plan, so perhaps we can make up
another one.

OS 19.7
T: What are the actual distances along straight lines between the

towns, and what would be the total length of the route?

P
1
: 6 8 300 000 6 8 3 100 000. .cm  cm× = ×( ) ×

= ×20 4 100 000.  cm  = 2 040 000 cm

= 20 4.  km

Maps 1UNIT 19  Scale Drawing Lesson Plan 5

(continued)

(continued)

Whole class activity.

T sketches a triangle on BB and
writes on the sides the lengths
6.1 cm, 6.8 cm and 9.8 cm.
T will lead Ps from plans to
maps.  T lets Ps guess for a
moment.
T writes the scale on BB and the
actual dimensions are dictated by
Ps.  Ps sketch and write in Ex.Bs.

T writes the words from the
piece of paper on BB, including
scale.

A volunteer P comes to BB to
write and explain solution.

Agreement.  Praising.
Guessing together.

T puts OS 19.7 on OHP.  Whole
class activity.
T asks different Ps to calculate the
distances.  First, two volunteer Ps,
then two slower Ps should be
encouraged to come to BB and
calculate (with help).
Ps can choose different ways to
reach the answer.
Other Ps listen and agree or
correct.

9.8 cm

6.1 cm
6.8 cm

My plan

9.8 cm

6.1 cm
6.8 cm

My plan of corner
        of bedroom

Scale 1 : 20
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3C P
2
: 9 8 300 000 9 8 3 100 000. .cm  cm× = ×( ) ×

= ×29 4 100 000.  cm  = ×( )29 4 100 000.   cm

= 29 4.  km

P
3
: 6 1 300 000 6 1 3 100 000. .cm  cm× = ×( ) ×

= ×18 3 100 000.  cm  = 1830 000 cm

= 18300 m

= 18 3.  km

P
4
: 20 4 29 4 18 3 68 1. . . . km  km  km  km+ + =

 26 mins

4 Practice with map scales
PB 19.3, Q1

 33 mins

5A Distances on maps
T: Would you like to become map-makers (or cartographers)?

Ps: No!

T: Never mind.  Some day you will be grateful to me for what you'll
learn in the next few minutes!

OS 19.8, 2nd, 3rd and 8th rows

Row 2:  Ps dictate, T writes on BB:

8 50 000 400 000 4 cm  cm  km× = =
Row 3
T: And what would I do if I knew the actual distance?  How would I

work the other way?
Ps dictate:

2 km  m = 200 000 cm= 2000

200 000 25000 200 25 8÷ = ÷ = → 8 cm

Row 8
T: For this question, we are not given the scale.  What shall we do?
Ps: A division:

10 km  m  cm= =10 000 1000 000

1000 000 5 200 000 1 200 000÷ = → :

5B Further practice
OS 19.8, 1st, 4th and 7th rows
T: Now, who would like to show us on the BB how to tackle these

questions?

Maps 1UNIT 19  Scale Drawing Lesson Plan 5

(continued)

T helps slower P
3
 to calculate,

step-by-step.  T praises.
Then T and Ps discuss that the
only difference between maps
and plans is the scales; T can
give some information about
Ordnance Survey and the scale of
1 : 50 000, commonly utilised
throughout the world.

(continued)

Praising.

Individual work.
T monitors Ps' work and helps
slower ones to find the actual
distances in km (multiplying by
300 000 and then converting cm
into km).
Checking at BB: first T and Ps
agree on distances (in cm) on the
map; then T divides BB into four
parts and asks four volunteers to
each write a detailed solution for
one of questions (a), (b), (c), (d)
on BB.
Agreement, feedback, self-
correction.  Praising.

Whole class activity.

Table appears on OHP.
Detailed discussion about rows 2,
3 and 8, led by T.  T asks Ps how
to proceed, and (helps) writes the
solutions on BB and the results on
OHP.  Ps write in Ex.Bs.
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5B Row 4

P: 22 25000 22 25 1000 cm  cm× = ×( ) ×

                = =550 000 5 5 cm  km.

Row 1

P: 10 10 000 1000 000 km  m  cm= =
1000 000 50 000 1000 50 20÷ = ÷ =  cm

Row 7

P: 20 20 000 2 000 000 km  m  cm= =
2 000 000 2 1000 000 1 1000 000÷ = → :

OS 19.8, 5th and 6th rows
Solution 1 : 100 000 means that 1 cm on the map represents an

actual distance of 1 km, since 1 km =  100 000 cm.

So an actual distance of 50 km  →   50 cm on the map.

12 cm on the map  →   12 km in reality, if the scale is
1 : 100 000.

T: Can anyone suggest a quicker way to answer these questions?

For example, look at Row 1.  What is the connection between the
two scales?

(The reduction shown by the scale of Row 5
is twice that shown in Row 1)

T: So? (10 10 2 20 km  cm  cm→ × = )

T : What about Row 3?
(The reduction of 1 : 100 000 is four times 1 : 25 000)

T: Good!  And ....? ( 2 2 4 8 km  cm  cm→ × = )

T: And Row 2?  Be careful! ( 8 8 2 4 cm  km  km→ ÷ = )

T: Very well done!

 43 mins

6 Individual work / game

T: Two questions to finish with, and you've got just 60 seconds to
write down the answers.  Everyone who has the correct answer in
60 seconds will get a good mark.

Are you ready? ... (T writes on BB):

Scale 1 : 50 000 Actual distance 3 km  →   ?   cm  on map

Scale 1 : 300 000 4 cm on map  →    ?  km actual distance

(6 cm ;  12 km)

 45 mins

Set homework
Activity 19.3

(continued)

Maps 1UNIT 19  Scale Drawing Lesson Plan 5

A volunteer P comes to solve
each problem at BB.
Other Ps agree or suggest
corrections, and write in Ex.Bs.

Praising.

Individual work.
When checking, T asks if anyone
used a different method in step 1,
and asks them to explain what
they did. (If no-one did, T checks
the answers, and then shows the
quicker method.)

Ps work on their own, quickly!

Quick checking, explaining,
praising and marking.

Each P is given a copy of both
Activity 19.3 and a solution sheet
to check answers at home, and to
help slower Ps to fill in the gaps
and understand how to answer
the questions.
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1 Checking homework

Activity 19.3

 3 mins

2 Mental work

T: In your homework you had to do a lot of counting, sometimes
with large numbers.  We're going to do some more mental work,
but it will be easier!

MT 19.2

 10 mins

3A Working with large scales

T: Let's look at some larger scales.

PB 19.3, Q3
P (a): 4 50 000 200 000 2 cm  cm  km× = =

P (b): 10 50 000 500 000 5 cm  cm  km× = =

P (c): 3 2 50 000 160 000 1 6. . cm  cm  km× = =

P (d): 5 1 50 000 255000 2 55. . cm  cm  km× = =

Quick P: If the scale was 1 : 100 000, 1 cm on the map would
represent an actual distance of 1 km.  Here the scale is half
that, so 2 cm represents 1 km.

So 4 2 cm  km→

    

10 cm 5 km

3.2 cm 1.6 km

5.1 cm 2.55 km

→
→
→

3B Individual work with scales
T: If an actual distance is 165 km and the scale used to represent this

on a map is 1 : 100 000, what will be the distance on the map?

Ps: 165 cm.

T: Would it increase or decrease if the scale was twice as large?

Ps: The distance on the map would decrease.

T: Now use the second (quicker) method for the next question.

PB 19.3, Q8

e.g.
P (a): The scale of 1 : 500 000 is five times as large as the scale of

1 : 100 000, which means that 1 cm represents five times
the distance, that is, 5 km.

Since  165 5 33÷ = ,  the answer is 33 cm.

Volunteer Ps continue with answers to (b)  16.5 cm, (c)  55 cm and
(d)  150 cm.

Maps 2

Mental work.
T and Ps revise plans and scales,
and upper and lower bounds.
They go through the Mental Test
together, reinforcing what Ps
have learnt. (Slower Ps may write
in Ex.Bs.)
Agreement, self-correcting.
Praising.

Whole class activity.
T asks (and helps) slower Ps to
come and explain at BB how to
find the actual distances in km.
Agreement.  Praising.

Then T asks if someone can
suggest a quicker method, and
points to a volunteer P to explain
their way of calculating.
Agreement.  Praising.

Individual work.

T monitors Ps' work and helps
slower ones to finish.

Checking at BB: volunteer Ps
explain in detail.

Agreement, feedback, self-
correction.  Praising.

Ps have checked already their
responses at home; now they can
discuss any points they found
difficult.
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4 Real-life problems with scales

Activity 19.2

T: Look at the route between Ramsgate and Dunkerque.  How many
cm is that on the map?

P
1
: 4.9 cm

P
2
: 5 cm

P
3
: 5 cm ... etc.

T: What shall we do now?  How can we agree on the measurement?
What did we cover in the last unit which might help us here?

A possible list of distances on map:

Ramsgate - Dunkerque 4.9 cm  →

Dover - Oostende 6.5 cm  →

Dover - Calais 2.8 cm  →

Dover - Boulogne 3.4 cm  →

Folkestone - Boulogne 3.5 cm  →

Newhaven - Dieppe 8.1 cm  →

→ 4 9 16 78 4 78. .× = ≈ km  km  km →

→ 6 5 16 104. × = km  km →

→ 2 8 16 44 8 45. .× = ≈ km  km  km →

→ 3 4 16 54 4 54. .× = ≈ km  km  km →

→ 3 5 16 56. × = km  km →

→ 8 1 16 129 6 130. .× = ≈ km  km  km →

→ 156 mins = 2 hours 36 mins

→ 208 mins = 3 hours 28 mins

→ 1.5 hours = 90 mins

→ 108 mins = 1 hour 48 mins

→ 112 mins = 1 hour 52 mins

→ 260 mins = 4 hours 20 mins

Whole class activity.

Each P has a copy of Activity
19.2. This is a good opportunity
to revise the measures of central
tendency.  T asks Ps to measure
all the distances on the map (in
cm, to 1 d.p.) and write them in
Ex.Bs. Meanwhile T writes the
pairs of towns on BB and then
asks Ps for the measurements.

Ps remember the concept of
mean, median and mode, and
discuss which would be best to
use here. T should suggest the
mode rather than the mean, as the
measurements can then continue
to be given to 1 d.p.

After agreement, each distance
has to be voted on.  T writes them
on BB. (It is imperative that the
distance between Dover and
Calais is 2.8 cm. T must make
sure this is chosen!)

Then T makes Ps repeat how to
use the quicker method to
calculate (now 1 cm represents
16 km), and calls slower Ps to
calculate, explain and write
solution on BB.

Agreement.  Praising.

Discussion follows, leading to Ps
stating that 1 km of each crossing
takes  2 minutes.  Volunteer Ps
come to write crossing times on
BB.

Agreement.  Praising.

36 mins
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5 Individual practice

PB 19.3, Q7

 T: Let's go over it again: what is meant by a scale of 1 : 100 000 ?
(1 cm represents 1 km)

T: Is the scale larger or smaller in this question? (Smaller)

T: How many times smaller? (Four times)

T: And the distance on the map, will it be longer or shorter?
(Longer)

T: So 1 km is represented by ... ? (... 4 cm)

T: And the distances? (Church - tower:  8 cm
(Tower - windmill:  20 cm)

T: What is the distance on the map between the church and the
windmill? (21.5 cm / 21.6 cm)

T: And the actual distance? (5.375 km / 5.4 km)

 45 mins

Set homework

PB 19.3, Q2

PB 19.3, Q5

PB 19.3, Q6

UNIT 19  Scale Drawing Lesson Plan 6 Maps 2

Individual work, monitored,
helped.

Before starting, T makes Ps recall
how they found an unknown
distance in PB 19.2, Q5.

Verbal checking, in detail.  T
asks, points to P, P answers.

Ps may give different answers,
and T should accept those which

are not far from 464 cm .

Agreement, feedback, self-
correction.  Praising.


